MONDAY, DECEMBER 15, 2008

SENATE SESSION 2:00 PM Senate Chambers

Committees at the call of the Senate President

Voting Session:

A269 [Vandervalk, Charlotte/Prieto, Vincent], Genetic counselor - req. lic.

A339 [Quigley, Joan M./Vas, Joseph+8], Handgun sales-concerns

A770 [Connors, Jack/Scalera, Frederick+30], PFRS, SPRS, PERS-accidental death benef.

A1563 [Greenstein, Linda R./Munoz, Eric+24], Stalking-concerns

A2326 [Johnson, Gordon M./Vainer, Valerie+2], Boat safety course, mandatory-concerns

A2428 [Pou, Nellie/Evans, Elease], Health Enterprise Zone law-amends

A2613 [Connors, Jack/Matthew, William+5], Vet. unclaimed cremains-concerns

A2715 [Roberts, Joseph J.+1], Peremptory challenges-concerns

A2720 [Vas, Joseph/Burzichelli, Joseph], Small qualified bus-expand definition

A2881 [Vas, Joseph/Coutinho, Albert+4], Corporate directors resignation -concerns

A2883 [DeAngelo, Wayne P./Chivukula, Upendra J.+4], Corporate director elections-concerns

A2924 [Cruz-Perez, Nilsa], Camden, surplus prop.-auth. to sell

A3111 [Greenwald, Louis D./Pou, Nellie], Streamlined Sales Tax Agreement-concerns

A3389 [Barnes, Peter J./Diegnan, Patrick J.+1], Hosp. asset transformation prog-concerns

A3435 [Wisniewski, John S./Prieto, Vincent+4], Axle weights, cert. omnibus-concerns

S5 [Stack, Brian P./Turner, Shirley K.+6], Small qualified bus-expand definition

S7 [Cody, Richard J.], PERS and SPRS-concerns funding

S168 [Bucco, Anthony R./Pennacchio, Joseph], Downhill skiing-concerns cert. req.

S544 [Giorgi, John A.], Health Enterprise Zone law-amends

S688 [Madden, Fred H./Sweeney, Stephen M.+2], Surviving spouses-concerns

S787 [Cody, Richard J./Adler, John H.+1], Ambulatory surgical fac.-concerns

S1106 [Buono, Barbara/Beck, Jennifer+6], Stalking-concerns

S1226 [Vitale, Joseph F./Gennaro, John J.+1], Genetic counselor -req. lic.

S1392 [Rice, Ronald L./Bucco, Anthony R.], PFRS, SPRS, PERS-accidental death benef.

S1418 [Sarlo, Paul A.], Streamlined Sales Tax Agreement-concerns

S1420 [Cardinali, Gerald/Giorgi, John A.], Court fees, cert.-concerns

S1537 [Smith, Bob/Bateman, Christopher+1], Energy savings contracts-concerns

S1579 [Vandervalk, Drew/Fadden, Matthew, Fred H.+3], Vet. unclaimed cremains-concerns

S1599 [Rice, Ronald L./Redd, Dana L.], Mortgage Stabilization & Relief Act

S1604 [Rice, Ronald L./Ruer, M. Teresa], Sports entertainment proj-exempt prop tax

S1774 [Cunningham, Sandra B./Ruiz, M. Teresa+1], Handgun sales-concerns

S1781 [Connors, Christopher J./Giorgi, John A.], Scrap metal dealers-concerns

S1855 [Rice, Ronald L./Allen, Diane B.+1], Direct care emp.-incr. salary;$12M

S2040 [Vitale, Joseph F./Sweeney, Stephen M.], Health care svcs-concerns referrals

S2312 [Gordon, Robert M.], Ambulatory care fac.-concerns billing

S2363 [Kean, Sean T./Ciesla, Andrew R.], Ovarian Cancer Awareness Mo-desig Nov

S2380 [Sweeney, Stephen M.], Voter-verified paper records-concerns

S2390 [Sweeney, Stephen M./Kean, Thomas H.+12], Emp. benf.-concerns use of cert. contrib


SJR59 [Lesniak, Raymond J./Scurtio, Nicholas P.+1], Pancreatic Cancer Awareness Mo-desig Nov

SR34 [Rice, Ronald L.], Auto industry-memor. Cong to protect

SR37 [Vitale, Joseph F./Sweeney, Stephen M.], ALS Awareness Mo.-desig

*Senate Jury Trial 10:00 AM

Committee Room 4, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ

Chair: Sen. Adler, John H.

Considered:

to be a member of The Richard Stockton College of NJ - Board of Trustees:
Madeleine Deninger of Somona to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Atlantic County Board of Taxation:
William J. Polistina of Galloway to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

Jeffrey J. Waldman, Esq. of Egg Harbor Township for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Camden County Board of Taxation:
Donald J. Reisch of Erial to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Cape May County Board of Taxation:
John Snyder of Marmora to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

Lu Ann Wokwanech of Ocean City to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.

Reverend Bruce Henning Davidson of Stockton for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission:
William J. Hodas of Franklin to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Essex County Board of Taxation:
Everett M. Johnson, Esq., CPA of Newark to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Gloucester County Board of Taxation:
Matthew Huesser of West Deptford for the term prescribed by law.

Lou Sebastiani, CPA of Sewell to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Horizon Blue Cross and Blue Shield Inc. of NJ - Board of Directors:
Daniel J. McCarthy, Esq. of Cranford to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Hudson County Board of Taxation:
Anthony J. Danzio, Esq. of Florence to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.
Senate Judiciary Meeting (continued)

Considered:

Aladar G. Komjathy of Lambertville to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

Renay Salamon of Three Bridges for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Local Finance Board:

Susan Bass Levin of Cherry Hill to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.

Jane M. Kenny of Highland Park for the term prescribed by law.

Honorabile Richard F. Turner of Weehawken to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Middlesex County Board of Taxation:

Victor P. Dileo of Piscataway to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

Michael E. Lachs of East Brunswick to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Monmouth County Board of Taxation:

Dorothy P. Devenny of Rumson to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.

Aletheia E. Riley of Long Branch for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Morris County Board of Taxation:

Michael D. DiFazio, DC of East Hanover to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

Joan Bedrin Murray, Esq. of Denville to replace Anthony J. Crecco, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the NJ Environmental Infrastructure Trust - Board of Directors:

Myron P. Shevell of Lambertville to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

Ellen S. Bass of Westfield for the term prescribed by law.

Nicholas C. Montenegro, Esq. of Point Pleasant for the term prescribed by law.

Flora M. Castillo of Ventnor to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.

Joseph J. Connors, Jack+5, of Byram, for the term prescribed by law.

Victor P. Dileo of Piscataway for the term prescribed by law.

Honorabile Richard Schwartz of Wayne to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

Michael E. Lachs of East Brunswick to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

Ellen S. Bass of Westfield for the term prescribed by law.

Nicholas C. Montenegro, Esq. of Point Pleasant for the term prescribed by law.

Dorothy P. Devenny of Rumson to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.

Michael E. Lachs of East Brunswick to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

Ellen S. Bass of Westfield for the term prescribed by law.

Joan Bedrin Murray, Esq. of Denville to replace Anthony J. Crecco, for the term prescribed by law.

Michael E. Lachs of East Brunswick to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

Ellen S. Bass of Westfield for the term prescribed by law.

Joan Bedrin Murray, Esq. of Denville to replace Anthony J. Crecco, for the term prescribed by law.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 15, 2008 (continued)

Legislative Services Commission Meeting 9:30 AM
Room L103, State House, Trenton, NJ

State House Commission Meeting 9:00 AM
Committee Room 3, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 18, 2008

NJ Law Revision Commission Meeting 4:30 PM
Commission Offices, 7th Floor, 153 Halsey St., Newark, NJ

TUESDAY, JANUARY 13, 2009

SENATE SESSION
State of the State Address: Time and location to be announced